Fall 2016

ENGLIT 0330/
HONORS 1133 (UHC)

GREAT BOOKS I

T - 5:30 PM - CL 3504

CREDITS: GEC First Course in Literature and Western European Studies, Gender Studies, and Global Studies Certificates

Instructor: Paul A. Bové, Distinguished Professor

Readings include Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Tragedies, and Biblical Texts

- For all students to become familiar with the great writings that created the shared traditions of Western literature and culture.

- A seminar to discuss readings from writings of fundamental importance to several disciplines.

- A chance to develop skills of reading and writing while studying outstanding works that offer great pleasure.

- Discover the important books that shape Western lives, from the story of Achilles’ rage in the Trojan War to the appearance of Socrates in Plato, the invention of history by Thucydides, through the tragic plays of Athens (Oedipus the King), to the great romances of Greek women—Helen of Troy, Medea who kills her children in revenge against her cheating husband—and the emergence of Judaic and Christian sacred writings.